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Abstract: This document demonstrates an example of a temperature regulation loop, developed with the SysML (System Modeling Language) plug-in of MagicDraw™ UML. It introduces and describes the different specific diagrams used in SysML (Requirement, Block Definition, Internal Block, and Parametric diagrams) as well as the specific SysML features (blocks, flow ports, value types, items flow, etc.). This document also provides guidelines for the creation of a SysML model and the utilization of the specific SysML features using MagicDraw UML 15.5 with the SysML 15.5 plug-in.
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1. Introduction

This example models a regulation loop for controlling temperature in an ordinary room. This example was chosen due to the prevalence of regulation loops in almost every control system. It was also chosen because it is easy to understand and communicate, since almost everyone has an air-conditioning system or a heater at home and knows the basics of how it works.

First, we will describe what a regulation loop is and explain what it is supposed to do, as well as how it is supposed to work. Next, we will explain how we built this example and how we have used the different features of the SysML plug-in. Finally, we will discover the benefits and weaknesses of this current tool and how it could be improved for the modeling of such engineering issues.

2. System Description

2.1 What the system is modeling

This model was created to enhance the behavior of a regulator. The behavior of a regulator can affect several aspects upon the comfort of the user(s) and the energy consumption of the system. A maladjusted regulator or a regulator with inappropriate settings can never reach the goal of regulating something to a chosen value.

Regulation loop principle [1]:
The goal of the regulation is to maintain, in time, a constant value “H” with an action “A” where the environment changes.
The more basic regulation is the regulation by all or nothing.

Figure 1: Regulation Loop principle [2]

In this model, we focus on the all or nothing regulator. This kind of regulator can only send two kinds of messages: 1 or 0 (All or Nothing, 0 or 100%). The action of the regulator is the same if the gap between the current temperature and the chosen is small or large, which is not favorable for a good dynamic behavior [3].
Summarized in Figure 2:
The system in this example is modeling a regulation loop to control the temperature of a room. For the modeling of this system, the SysML plug-in for MagicDraw was used. In SysML, this system is composed of different physical elements represented by SysML blocks and interconnected through ports/flow ports.

The OMG SysML \textsuperscript{TM}, Version 1.0 specification \cite{4} describes the SysML blocks as follows:

\begin{quote}
Blocks are modular units of system description. Each block defines a collection of features to describe a system or other element of interest. These may include both structural and behavioral features, such as properties and operations, to represent the state of the system and behavior that the system may exhibit.

Blocks provide a general-purpose capability to model systems as trees of modular components. The specific kinds of components, the kinds of connections between them, and the way these elements combine to define the total system can all be selected according to the goals of a particular system model. These include modeling either the logical or physical decomposition of a system, and the specification of software, hardware, or human elements. Parts in these systems may interact by many different means, such as software operations, discrete state transitions, flows of inputs and outputs, or continuous interactions.
\end{quote}

For modeling the first level of detail within this temperature regulation loop system, the following elements were created:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Graphical representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TemperatureRegulationContext</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Context Block" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Context block</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemperatureRegulation</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="System Block" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System block</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Graphical representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ControlPanel block</strong></td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Electricity</td>
<td>i : Settings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Regulator block**

| **Regulator block** | ![Diagram](image2)        |
| : Measurement       | - actions : Actions      |
|                     | - measurement : Measurement |

**AllOrNothingRegulator block**

| **AllOrNothingRegulator block** | ![Diagram](image3)        |
| : Electricity          | cooling : ActuatorSignal |

**CoolingSystem block**

| **CoolingSystem block** | ![Diagram](image4)        |
| : Electricity          | environment : Heat        |
| : reg : AllOrNothingRegulator | values |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Graphical representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HeatingSystem block</strong></td>
<td>![Diagram of HeatingSystem block]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TemperatureSensor block</strong></td>
<td>![Diagram of TemperatureSensor block]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Room block</strong></td>
<td>![Diagram of Room block]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Air block</strong></td>
<td>![Diagram of Air block]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Settings block</strong></td>
<td>![Diagram of Settings block]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Graphical representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iSettings interface</td>
<td>![iSettings Diagram]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User actor</td>
<td>![User Diagram]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Elements constituting the system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stereotypes used:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;electrical&gt;&gt;: categorize the electrical devices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;actuator&gt;&gt;: categorize the actuator devices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;sensor&gt;&gt;: categorize the sensor devices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;plant&gt;&gt;: categorize the controlled devices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;controller&gt;&gt;: categorize the control devices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;physical&gt;&gt;: categorize the physical elements.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The block elements are represented in a Block Definition Diagram. In this case, the Block Definition Diagram is used to show the different elements of interest within the system.

### 2.2 What the system does

The user chooses the temperature he wants inside the room by using the `iSettings` interface connected to the `ControlPanel`. The `ControlPanel` will send this information to the `AllOrNothingRegulator`. The `AllOrNothingRegulator` will then receive from the `TemperatureSensor` the current room temperature. By comparing the current inside temperature and the temperature chosen by the user, the `AllOrNothingRegulator` will send a signal to the `CoolingSystem` and/or `HeatingSystem` in order to adjust the current inside temperature to the temperature desired by the user.

The following Internal Block Diagram shows how the different blocks, previously presented, are interconnected:
This system does not accurately model thermal loss such as, the thermal loss through room partitions, the loss induced by wind, as well as thermal gain induced by sun radiation and occupation of the room (persons and electric equipment). In order to carry out the modeling of such gains and loss, we need to create some scenarios regarding the occupation of the room (number of people present in the room, the electric devices, schedule of occupation...), the wind velocity (direction, velocity, frequency), and the sun radiation (watts provided function of the sun inclination, direction, and season). These last parameters affect the efficiency of the loop regulation and should be taken into account for an accurate model. Such implementation was deemed not necessary for this model because the main objective of this example was to study the behavior of regulators.

System engineers can use an Internal Block Diagram (IBD) to specify the parts and connections of the system. On the other hand, this system can also be represented using a Block Definition Diagram (BDD), where associations between blocks are shown; this corresponds with a classic UML representation of the system.

In this system, the ControlPanel is part of the AllOrNothingRegulator and the Air is part of the Room. The Room is also composed of “roomVolume : Volume” and “it : InsideTemperature” properties (not shown on the next BDD). There are association relationships between the TemperatureSensor, the HeatingSystem, the CoolingSystem, and the Room and between the TemperatureSensor, the CoolingSystem, the HeatingSystem, and the AllOrNothingRegulator. The Room, the CoolingSystem, the HeatingSystem, and the AllOrNothingRegulator are parts of the TemperatureRegulation.

The associations between blocks are shown in Figure 4:
The OMG SysML™, Version 1.0 specification [4] describes the SysML block definition diagram as follows:

(...) The Block Definition Diagram in SysML defines features of blocks and relationships between blocks such as associations, generalizations, and dependencies. It captures the definition of blocks in terms of properties and operations, and relationships such as a system hierarchy or a system classification tree (…)

The next Block Definition Diagram introduces the different ValueTypes and Enumeration used in this system to type the value properties.
The OMG SysML™, Version 1.0 specification [4] describes the ValueType as follows:

A ValueType defines types of values that may be used to express information about a system (...). Value types may be used to type properties, operation parameters, or potentially other elements within SysML. SysML defines ValueType as a stereotype of UML DataType to establish a more neutral term for system values that may never be given a concrete data representation. (…) SysML ValueType adds an ability to carry a unit of measure or dimension associated with the value.

The ValueType element was introduced to provide a means to represent physical values that are expressed with specific units and dimension and to express mathematical concepts.

2.3 How the system works

After the User has set the chosen temperature of the room, the AllOrNothingRegulator will use the TemperatureSignal of the TemperatureSensor and the TemperatureSignal of the ControlPanel to decide whether the HeatingSystem or CoolingSystem will be turned ON in order to adjust the room temperature.

The AllOrNothingRegulator is a primitive regulator, yet it is one of the most used in standard electrical equipment.

In order to determine if the CoolingSystem or the HeatingSystem has to be turned ON, the AllOrNothingRegulator performs a few simple calculations:

- First, the AllOrNothingRegulator subtracts the sensed temperature from the chosen temperature.
- Second, according to the sign of the difference, the AllOrNothingRegulator will send:
  - If the sign is positive: 1 to the HeatingSystem and 0 to CoolingSystem
  - If the sign is negative: 0 to the HeatingSystem and 1 to the CoolingSystem
  - Else: 0 to the HeatingSystem and 0 to the CoolingSystem

In order to carry out these calculations, ConstraintBlocks were created for the AllOrNothingRegulator as shown in the following table:
Actually, the AllOrNothingRegulator is composed of one Evaluation ConstraintBlock and one Subtraction ConstraintBlock.

The different calculations performed by the AllOrNothingRegulator are represented in a Parametric Diagram. This diagram shows the connections between properties, ports, and ConstraintParameters. The following Parametric Diagram shows the calculations performed by the AllOrNothingRegulator.
According to the ActuatorSignal sent by the AllOrNothingRegulator, the CoolingSystem and HeatingSystem will be turned ON (1) or OFF (0). Then the HeatingSystem will provide Heat to the Room and increase the room temperature; the CoolingSystem will remove Heat from the Room and then decrease the room temperature. The regulation loop "starts again" after a time lapse, which is a function of the regulator type. This loop ends when the room temperature reaches the chosen temperature, or when the user stops the regulation of the room temperature. In the real world, there are thermal losses (through the room partitions for instance) and gains (occupants of the room, sun radiation, etc.). Therefore, this regulation loop can only stop when the user stops it. The loss and gain can be represented using the CoolingSystem and HeatingSystem. The CoolingSystem can model the thermal loss of the room during the winter season (when the outside temperature is below the inside temperature (and the chosen temperature)). The HeatingSystem can model the thermal gain during the summer season (when the outside temperature is above the inside temperature (and the chosen temperature)). This can be done by modifying the CoolingProfile and the HeatingProfile and by setting the position of the system to ON during a simulation, for example. In these cases, the system is then transformed in a regular CoolingSystem or HeatingSystem; one system plays its role and the other system plays the thermal loss or gain respectively.

The Heat transfers of the model are not detailed, only the Heat flows were described. This solution was chosen in order to:
- first, be the less specific about the CoolingSystem and HeatingSystem used in the model (they could be convective system, conductive system or radiation systems);
- second, not describe the nature of loss and gain of the Room.

Classical transfer of thermal energy occurs only through conduction, convection, radiation or any combination of these. Heat transfer is of particular interest to engineers, who attempt to understand and control the flow of heat through the use of thermal insulation, heat exchangers, and other devices [5]. However, in order to study the behavior of regulators, it was not deemed necessary to describe in detail the different Heat transfers that occur in this system.
3. How to build a SysML model

This example was built using MagicDraw 15.5 and the SysML 15.5 plug-in. This section explains how to use the specific features of this plug-in and how to make your model easily navigable. First, we will present the requirement diagram and the requirement blocks starting point of the project. Then we will focus on the block definition diagram and the block feature as well as focus on the internal block diagram and the flow ports features. Finally, once all the specific SysML diagrams are detailed, we will give guidelines to carry out an easily navigable model.

3.1 Requirements Diagram

This specific SysML diagram is used to detail the different requirements that the system has to comply with. The requirement diagram for this system is composed of a main requirement and other requirements connected to the main via SysML dependency relationships (DeriveReqt, Satisfy, Copy, Verify) and/or UML dependency relationships (Trace, Refine, NestedClassifier). It is also possible to specify the type of the requirement; indeed, SysML proposes 8 different non-normative requirements (business, functional, extended, performance, interface, physical, usability requirement and design constraint). Moreover, it is possible to show in this diagram which features of the system will verify, satisfy, or refine a requirement. It is an efficient way to track the requirement compliance of a system.

For this example, only one requirement diagram has been created. The different requirements of this system are shown in figure 7:

![Requirement diagram](image)

Some of the requirements have hyperlinks to a BDD in order to give more explanations of the requirement by using pictures, for instance.

3.2 Block definition diagram and Internal block definition diagram

The block definition diagram is an extension of the class diagram from UML. This diagram is used in a similar way to the class diagram in UML. It is used to describe the system and to show the different associations between the components comprising the system. Each component is represented by a block as a Holon (a part or a whole depending upon the perspective that is considered from), and each component could be composed of other components depending on the description level of the system. In order to be more specific, different kinds of non-
normative blocks are proposed: block, Domain block, External block, System block, Subsystem block, System Context block, Flow Specification block, and Constraint block.

First, a Block Definition Diagram presenting the system in its context is created. This diagram represents the level “0” of the system, as shown in figure 8:

![Block Definition Diagram of the System Context](image)

**Figure 8: Block Definition Diagram of the System Context**

In order to represent the system in this diagram, a system context block has been used (a block with the stereotype “system context” applied).

Then, another Block Definition Diagram has been created in order to represent the different elements constituting the system and their different ports.

The ports of the blocks could be shown on BDDs but should not be interconnected; those connections will be shown later on IBDs. This diagram shows what can flow through the different FlowPorts of the system.

Figure 9 shows these different elements:
Then, an internal block diagram was created in the *TemperatureRegulation* as presented in Figure 3, which shows how the different blocks constituting the system are interconnected. This diagram shows what really flows through the different Flow Ports of the system.

After interconnecting the different elements of the system on an IBD, we can generate a BDD, in which the different associations between blocks are represented. The IBD generated is the same as the one presented in Figure 4.

The other levels of detail for the elements of interest of this system were constructed following the same steps previously detailed.

The Parametric Diagram is used in a similar way to the Internal Block Diagram but is used to establish constraints between properties and constraint parameters using binding connectors.

### 3.3 Navigability inside the model

In this paragraph, we will detail how the navigability inside this model has been managed. The navigability was intended to be easy and intuitive. Every diagram is composed of different hyperlinks to different diagrams of the model. For example, every single diagram contains a hyperlink to the *Index* of the model (the package diagram groups the different packages constituting the system).

The diagrams also contain a hyperlink to the upper level, as well as the lower level of detail within the model (whenever it makes sense or whenever it is of interest). This is an efficient and intuitive way to navigate between the different diagrams.

The next figure shows how the navigability of the model, from the Index, has been managed:
Figure 10: Navigability inside the model from the “Index” package diagram
By double clicking on a package, in the diagram, or in the block of the “Index” package diagram (the diagram and block in the middle of figure 10), the user is redirected to the diagram corresponding to the package. Once the user is redirected to a diagram he can go back to the Index diagram by double clicking on the “Index” icon (index). On the other hand, the user can also navigate inside the model using a hyperlink connected to some elements of interest within the system.

Figure 11 presents the navigability inside the model itself and shows how the user can navigate in it, starting from the Index diagram and followed by the System Block Definition Diagram:

![Figure 11: Navigability inside the model](image)

All the elements of interest within the model have a hyperlink that allows the user to navigate among the different levels of detail. Hyperlinks could also be used in order to give further explanation regarding a block. For example, we have chosen to explain the meaning of the refined requirements by using pictures in place of long explanations; therefore, all the refined requirement blocks have a hyperlink to a BDD, which contains an illustrative picture as shown in figure 12:
Whenever applicable, this principle has been followed: a system is composed of blocks nested inside other blocks. Then the hyperlinks allow us to navigate among them as well as open a block inside a block inside a block, and so on.
4. Simulation

Once the system is built, it is necessary to run it in order to do results analysis. The work done to create the system with MagicDraw UML 15.5 and the SysML 15.5 plug-in, allows an easier and faster creation of programming code. Some codes are needed in order to verify how the system behaves: this is done by running simulation.

Using the MagicDraw UML code generation tool, the different blocks of this system have been created as class stubs in Java. The different constraints expressed in the ConstraintBlocks, as well as all blocks and valueTypes necessary for the simulation, have been implemented as Java classes. The internals of these class stubs have been hand-coded. The next block definition diagram presents the SysML blocks and the Java classes that simulate them:

![Block Definition Diagram of the Java classes simulating the SysML blocks](image)

**Figure 13: Block Definition Diagram of the Java classes simulating the SysML blocks**

The initial room temperature and the temperature chosen by the user are set in the AllOrNothingRegulator in order to start the simulation. The initial room temperature, the chosen temperature, and the room volume are defined by the user. Once the AllOrNothingRegulator is initialized, it calculates its equations and returns to the HeatingSystem and CoolingSystem an ON/OFF signal in order to adjust the current room temperature to the chosen one. The HeatingSystem and CoolingSystem adds or removes Heat respectively in order to make the current room temperature converge to the chosen one. The Heat added or removed is a function of the rate set in the CoolingSystem or HeatingSystem respectively.

The AllOrNothingRegulator updates its output signals to the HeatingSystem and CoolingSystem according to a lapse time defined by the user (in the real world the user cannot define this lapse time, but for a behavior analysis of regulators it makes sense to see the effect of this lapse time on the regulator behavior). This system combines a continuous system as the HeatingSystem and CoolingSystem that provides continuous heat flow and a discrete system as the AllOrNothingRegulator.
Figure 14 presents results obtained using these Java classes created for the simulation:

The “Room temperature” curve results as an update of the AllOrNothingRegulator every 5 step times, the “Consigne” curve represents the temperature chosen by the user and the “Range inf” and “Range sup” curves represent the area in which the room temperature should be included (Accuracy requirement).

The red curve represents the state of the HeatingSystem and the blue curve represents the state of the CoolingSystem.

For this simulation the chosen temperature is 22 degrees Celsius, the initial temperature is 18 degrees Celsius, and the room volume is 40 cubic meters.

When the systems are ON, the CoolingSystem is defined to provide -10000 Watt second and the HeatingSystem is defined to provide +12000 Watt second (arbitrary values). These heat amounts represent the Heat flows that are added to the Heat present in the room and then the new current room temperature is calculated according to the previous room temperature and the Heat amount provided by the HeatingSystem and CoolingSystem. As previously said, it is also possible to use this system to simulate the loss or gain during the summer or winter season by setting a Heat value modeling the Heat loss or gain of the system in the CoolingProfile/HeatingProfile and by setting the position of the CoolingSystem/HeatingSystem to ON during all the simulations.

Once the new current room temperature is obtained, it is available to the TemperatureSensor and then sent to the AllOrNothingRegulator.
The temperature at time $t$ is defined using the first thermodynamics law [6]:

$$Q = \rho_{Air} \cdot C_{p_{Air}} \cdot V_{Air} \cdot \Delta \theta = \rho_{Air} \cdot C_{p_{Air}} \cdot V_{Air} \cdot (\theta(t) - \theta(t-1))$$

The following equation is used to determine the room temperature at time $t$:

$$\theta(t) = \theta(t-1) + \frac{Q_{c}(t) + Q_{h}(t)}{\rho_{Air} \cdot C_{p_{Air}} \cdot V_{Room}}$$

Where:
- $\theta(t)$ = temperature, at time $t$;
- $\Delta \theta$ = temperature variation;
- $\rho_{Air}$ = volumetric mass of the air;
- $C_{p_{Air}}$ = heat mass of the air;
- $V_{Air} = V_{Room}$ = Volume of $Air$ inside the $Room$;
- $Q$ = heat quantity;
- $Q_{c}$ = heat quantity provided by the $CoolingSystem$;
- $Q_{h}$ = heat quantity provided by the $HeatingSystem$.

Figure 16 presents other simulation results obtained using the Java classes:

![Figure 16: Simulations results obtained using the Java classes](image)

The “Simulation 1” curve results as an update of the $AllOrNothingRegulator$ every 5 step times, the “Simulation 2” curve results as an update of the $AllOrNothingRegulator$ every 10 step times. The “Consigne” curve represents the temperature chosen by the user and the “Range inf” and “Range Sup” curves represent the area in which the room temperature should be included. The simulation conditions are the same as for the previous simulation results in Figure 14 and Figure 15.

According to Figure 16, it is clear that the update step time of the $AllOrNothingRegulator$ impacts its behavior. Moreover, these results show that the $AllOrNothingRegulator$, which is the “brain” of the regulation loop [7], does not comply with all the requirements. The $Accuracy$ requirement (the room temperature should be included within a defined range of +/-1 degree Celsius, represented as the “range inf” and “range Sup” curves in Figure 16) and the $Comfort$ requirement (the system should establish the chosen temperature with no pumping of the temperature), for instance, are not satisfied by this regulator, according to Figure 16.
5. Conclusions

This simple example scans the specific SysML features as well as functionality provided by the SysML plug-in and emphasizes how a SysML model can be built. In a system engineer perspective, SysML provides all the needed features for an accurate model and can also be customized to make it more suitable for a specific field of application. SysML also permits an improved communication among people who work on a project by reducing ambiguities and allowing a more complete representation of the system. Another benefit of SysML and UML is the architecture model reuse and maintainability. Furthermore, this plug-in is intuitive to use for someone knowledgeable of UML.

The SysML plug-in for MagicDraw UML is not yet able to run simulations. However, the code generation tool provided by MagicDraw allows fast creation of class stubs in several programming languages and allows a correspondence between MagicDraw UML and Integrated Development Environment software able to run the needed simulations. Future versions of the plug-in should consider adding such tools able to run simulations, as well as the ability to communicate with an engineering tool such as MathModelica® and 3D representation software such as CATIA® or AutoCAD®.
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